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Kianna’s Legacy
e regret to report that Kianna Karnes, featured in last Thursday’s editorial on the Food and Drug Administration’s fetish for the placebo-controlled testing
of cancer drugs—“How About a ‘Kianna’s
Law’?”—died Friday night of complications
from kidney cancer. She was 44.

W

While it came too late to save Mrs. Karnes,
our reporting of her plight certainly generated
a lot of attention. Bayer and Pfizer—developers
of two investigational drugs showing much
promise for this particularly deadly cancer—
both contacted her doctor almost immediately
to discuss the appropriateness of providing the
compounds. Mrs. Karnes’s family was also contacted by the FDA and told that the agency
stood ready to approve such treatment on an
emergency basis.
All encouraging steps. But isn’t it a national
scandal that cancer sufferers should have to be
written about in The Wall Street Journal to be
offered legal access to emerging therapies
once they’ve run out of other options?
The FDA’s oncology division has proven to

be essentially incorrigible on this point in recent years, so it’s time for Congressional action mandating that the agency use 21st-century science and statistical methods to get
these therapies to patients sooner. More specifically, drug approvals could be based on large
trials open to all comers and analyzed with socalled Bayesian statistics, as already happens
in the FDA’s medical device division. (Yes, the
agency at least recognizes that studies involving, say, “placebo” defibrillators would be beyond the pale.)
Mrs. Karnes’s father John Rowe—himself a
leukemia survivor—plans intense Congressional lobbying in the coming weeks, and he’s
had some interest from Congressman Dan Burton’s (R., Indiana) office in the possibility of
sponsoring a “Kianna’s Law.” No doubt there
will be others willing to sign on.
We’ll keep you posted. Meanwhile, we’d suggest that cancer patients looking for a constructive way to make their voices heard—and those
looking to educate themselves on the issue—contact the Abigail Alliance for Better Access to Developmental Drugs at www.abigail-alliance.org.

Kojo’s Iraq Connections
aul Volcker’s Oil for Food probe releases
Oil for Food was then in full swing and Kojo
the second of its interim reports today, Annan and Mr. Mouselli discussed plans to esand it is not expected to absolve the U.N. tablish three joint partnerships registered in
Secretary-General. AlNigeria: one, an inthough Kofi Annan is
spection business; the
The former business partner of
exonerated of finansecond, a food-export
Kofi Annan’s son speaks out.
cial impropriety, the
business; the third, an
report will cast an unoil-trading business.
flattering light on his oversight of the $100 bil- In September 1998, Mr. Mouselli and Kojo Anlion-plus program.
nan had a two-hour private lunch with Kofi AnIt particularly criticizes Mr. Annan for fail- nan on the sidelines of a meeting of the Noning to appreciate the potential conflict of inter- Aligned Movement in Durban, South Africa.
est posed by his son Kojo’s work for Cotecna In- The lunch’s sole purpose, says Mr. Mouselli,
spection Services, a Swiss company that bid for— was to inform the Secretary General of their
and eventually won—a multimillion dollar proposed businesses: “If we didn’t have the
U.N. contract connected to Oil For Food. One lunch, I wouldn’t continue with Kojo.”
revelation: Annan fils received some $400,000
The companies the pair discussed never
from Cotecna for about 20 months of work, not came into being. In 1999 Mr. Mouselli had a
$160,000 as previously reported. Not bad for a falling out with Cotecna over differences con20-something youth.
cerning his commission for his work on the reBut this may be just the tip of the iceberg. certification. Kojo, too, would shortly leave
One of Kojo Annan’s claims has been that his Cotecna, and the two men drifted apart. But
work for Cotecna involved Africa, not Iraq. But in autumn 2002, Sabah Omran, the Iraqi amaccording to Pierre Mouselli, 52, a former busi- bassador to Nigeria, contacted Mr. Mouselli.
ness partner of Kojo’s, even in Africa there was He was “very anxious to speak to Kojo,” says
Mr. Mouselli, whose impression was that the
an Iraqi connection.
Mr. Mouselli, a French national who has Iraqis had either done business or extended
been interviewed by the Volcker Committee some favors to the Secretary General’s son.
but is not a target of investigation, told us yes- Mr. Mouselli knew nothing of Kojo’s whereterday that he first met Kojo Annan at a abouts, but he was invited to visit Iraq—which
Bastille Day celebration at the French ambas- he declined.
sador’s residence in Lagos, Nigeria. At the
This account is a partial one, though we
time, Cotecna had been blacklisted from doing hope today’s report sheds more light on it. It
business in Nigeria, and Kojo enlisted Mr. would certainly be helpful if the Secretary GenMouselli’s help in trying to get Cotecna recerti- eral would furnish his recollections of his meetfied. The following month, Kojo asked Mr. ing with Mr. Mouselli if he hasn’t yet done so. It
Mouselli to arrange meetings for him with the would also be useful to ask Kojo Annan why he
Iraqi ambassador to Nigeria, an acquaintance sought meetings with Iraq’s ambassador, what
of Mr. Mouselli, at the Iraqi embassy.
was discussed at those meetings, and what, if
Between August and November, Kojo An- anything, came of them. And it would be internan made three or four visits to the embassy. esting to learn why Ambassador Omran was
Mr. Mouselli, who speaks Arabic and acted as a seeking to meet urgently with Kojo Annan, of
kind of go-between, says their purpose was to all people. Not least among the benefits to come
establish a long-term relationship with the Ira- from the Iraq War is that the world can now ask
these questions.
qis with a view toward future business.
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By Zbigniew Brzezinski
The ongoing upheaval in Kyrgyzstan and the
peaceful Ukrainian and Georgian democratic revolutions reflect two major realities in the space
of the former Soviet Union: First, the geopolitical pluralism which emerged as a consequence
of the collapse of the Kremlin’s imperial domination is now an irreversible fact, despite nostalgic
efforts by Vladimir Putin to restore Moscow’s
control over the newly independent states. Second, the younger post-Soviet generation is increasingly impatient and disgusted by the corrupt, bureaucratic authoritarianism that has persisted in much of the area. The new political
opposition tends to derive its vital strength from
a genuine demographic discontinuity.
Violent, but so far repressed, demonstrations
in Belarus, where Mr. Putin has been backing a
primitive dictator, and the less dramatic but farreaching recent repudiation of the Kremlin’s authority by Moldova’s previously pro-Moscow
leadership also illustrate how out of touch the
Russian president is with political trends. His
surprisingly inept policies are accentuating Russia’s self-isolation, and today, almost all of Russia’s neighbors are either afraid of Russia, contemptuous of it, or a combination of both. Hardly
an improvement on the past, it is not a good
foreign policy record.
i

i

i

That is why President Bush’s decision to couple his forthcoming trip to Moscow in early May
with a prior stop in the capital of Latvia and a
follow-on stop in the capital of Georgia, as well
as the pending visit to Washington by Ukraine’s
newly installed democratic president, are symbolically bold and strategically significant
steps. The initial purpose of Mr. Bush’s trip was
to attend the celebration in Moscow of the 60th
anniversary of the defeat of Nazism. However,
overtones of Mr. Putin’s planned celebration appeared to some Europeans, especially those only
recently freed of Moscow’s control, as a co-celebration of the victory of Stalinism. Their concerns were heightened by Mr. Putin’s unwillingness to repudiate clearly the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact that enabled Stalin and Hitler to partition Central Europe.
The added visit to a Baltic capital by the
president of America, one of the very few countries which refused for decades to accept the
incorporation of the Baltic states into the Soviet
Union, and a meeting there with the presidents
of all three Baltic states (two of whom have
declined the invitation to Moscow) will by itself
speak volumes even if President Bush does not
address the issue directly. Similarly, the visit to
the freshly democratic Georgia—from which
Moscow still refuses to withdraw its troops (despite explicit promises) and within which Moscow sponsors separatist movements (even while
next door brutally repressing Chechen separatism)—will be a major act of international reassurance for a beleaguered people.

West. Indeed, there is somewhere, perhaps at
the Harvard Business School or at the London
School of Economics, a young Russian who will
someday occupy the seat in the Kremlin currently filled by a graduate of the KGB. With the
pace of history dramatically accelerating (and
let us not forget how even just recently most in
the West viewed Ukraine as a backwater of Russia), one cannot dismiss the possibility that this
will happen much sooner than most can imagine. Russians still know their Marxism much
better than Westerners, and it was Karl Marx
who said, quite correctly, that “consciousness
lags behind reality.”
Further east in the former Soviet Union, political change will have to cope with a special
complexity. The newly independent Central
Asian states have retained leaderships directly
associated with the previous Soviet system.
Their titles have changed but not their political
roles. Moreover, the political leaderships, while
welcoming their new independence and doing
much to consolidate it, have also remained faithful to the earlier Soviet-style secularism derived
from official atheism. The West, fearful of Islamic fundamentalism, instinctively approved
of that aspect.
The problem, however, is that the peoples of
these countries are Muslims. Neither fanatical
nor fundamentalist but still deeply faithful. Islamic identity is an organic part of the national
identity of the demographically dominant
younger generation, for whom emancipation from
colonial rule opened up hitherto stifled political
self-expression. Heavy-handed efforts by Soviettrained leaders to repress Islamism indiscriminately thus poses the risk that political opposition
may increasingly become militantly Islamist.
That could give populist movements in the region
an altogether different and more violent cast
from what has lately occurred in the more European parts of the former Soviet Union.
i
i
i
The sooner Russia itself becomes a democracy, the more likely it is that change in the
former Soviet Union will both peacefully consolidate geopolitical pluralism and give the younger
generation’s revolutionary wave a truly democratic definition. But it is of no help to the future
of democracy in Russia to pretend that its nondemocratic regime is already a democracy. It is
also not reassuring to Russia’s neighbors when its
government equivocates regarding a past that is
universally regarded as criminal. Clarity on these
matters is the prerequisite to genuine democracy.
In an unexpected way, the wider symbolic
and strategic manifestations surrounding the
forthcoming Moscow celebration of Hitler’s defeat may thus speed up the final burial of
Stalin’s legacy.
Mr. Brzezinski, national security adviser to
President Carter, is a professor at Johns Hopkins, a trustee at the Center for Strategic & International Studies, and the author, most recently,
of “The Choice: Global Domination or Global
Leadership” (Basic Books, 2004).

It would have been much better if the Russian
government itself had chosen to use the celebration of the defeat of Hitlerism for an unambiguous
denunciation of Stalinism and of its 45-year-long
domination of Central Europe. The occasion then
would have been a moment for reconciliation as

Mr. Putin is not immune to
the democratic forces at work
in former Soviet states.
well as a celebration. Central and East Europe
need such reconciliation with Russia, and Russia
itself could benefit as much from it as Germany
benefited from the Franco-German, and the more
recent German-Polish, reconciliation.
But that kind of statesmanship can only come
from leaders genuinely imbued with a deep democratic conviction. Viktor Yushchenko of
Ukraine and Mikhail Saakashvili of Georgia
have shown by the risks they have courageously
faced that their beliefs transcend political opportunism. They gained thereby the fervent support
particularly of the new, post-Soviet younger generation. The political future in the post-Soviet
space is clearly with leaders like them. Such
Russian leaders may not yet be visible in Moscow, but President Bush will be speaking to the
future leaders even if he will not be able to see
them. Many young Russians will be watching
and listening and wondering why their lives
should be shaped by nostalgia for a past that
deserves to be permanently buried.
The events of the last few months are thus an
augury of better days to come. The remarkable
political maturity shown by the Ukrainians was
an impressive display of a genuinely democratic
culture sprouting in a country that until recently
was paternalistically patronized by the Russian
political elite. The Ukrainian youth dramatically
displayed that democratic culture with patience
and determination during their four-week-long
encampment in the middle of Kiev, braving a
blistering cold spell. Their example will have a
contagious effect on their Russian counterparts,
especially if in the meantime the West assists
Ukraine in its westward trajectory.
A democratic geopolitical pluralism is beginning to surround Russia. Because the new states
are so much less powerful, this environment in
itself is incapable of seriously threatening Russia.
However, their example will inevitably reinforce
pressures within Russia for a similarly profound
break with the authoritarian and chauvinist tradition that still dominates the Moscow political
elite’s mindset. And that break will come before
too long, when the cumulative effects of increased
contacts with the world, of democracy in adjoining and once dominated states, and of the inherent attraction of Europe prompt a basic redefinition in the minds of the younger Russians of their
vision of what Russia ought to be.
Russian youth are well educated. Increasingly, many have traveled and studied in the

‘We’ve Been Listening’
By William H. Donaldson
It’s been almost three years since Congress
passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. Of the
handful of critical reforms contained in that landmark piece of legislation, the Section 404 internal control reporting requirement has the greatest long-term potential to improve the accuracy
and reliability of the basic information that fuels
our capital markets. Structural improvements
are never accomplished effortlessly, of course,
and perhaps that’s why no part of the Act has
generated a more intense debate.
I believe, however, that the voices calling for a
roll back of portions of Sarbanes-Oxley, citing Section 404 as the poster child for over-regulation, are
short-sighted. The principles behind the Act are
unassailable and action was long overdue. Furthermore, the initial implementation of Section
404 has, by and large, been successful. The time,
energy and expense that companies are now investing in their internal controls will, I predict,
earn a handsome return for years to come.
At the same time, we at the Securities and
Exchange Commission and our colleagues at the
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
want to learn what we can from the initial implementation phase, and we want to look at how to
accomplish the goals of Section 404 in the most
effective and efficient way.
Public companies have been working overtime
to document and assess the effectiveness of their
internal controls over financial reporting, and
their accounting firms have been diligently testing and preparing reports regarding those controls. This effort will, of course, help to protect
against fraud and the misuse of corporate assets.
But it should also improve the quality of information companies report to their shareholders,
along with the quality of information management relies on to make decisions. So while investors will benefit from enhanced protection against
misconduct, they may also find that the companies they have invested in are better managed.

tion for foreign private issuers, in recognition of
the dual burden many are now experiencing as
they begin the conversion to international financial reporting standards.
As we noted when adopting the internal controls rule called for by Section 404, it has long
been our intention to learn from the experience
of the first year of implementation, and ask how
the process can be streamlined without compromising its benefits. Now that we are approaching the first full year of experience with Section
404, we have asked the participants in this process to help us conduct an objective review of
the successes and difficulties encountered during the initial implementation phase. We will
hold a public roundtable on April 13 to hear from
investors and to hear the first-hand experiences
of companies, auditors and others as they have
implemented our rules and PCAOB’s auditing
standard. Both SEC commissioners and PCAOB
board members will be present to hear the views
expressed. We have also established a Web page
where all interested parties can send us feedback on their experiences with Section 404 (www.
sec.gov/news/press/2005-20.htm). We certainly
benefit from an open and candid dialogue.
Confidence in financial reporting is critical to
capital formation in our economy and thus critical to the health of our nation’s industries. Companies can only earn investor trust with reliable
and complete financial data—the product of a
well-tuned and robust internal control system.
The massive accounting and financial reporting
scandals at the beginning of the decade left investors to question the reliability of public company financial reporting, and serve as a lasting
reminder of the consequences of poor internal
controls. Section 404 reporting is too important
not to get right. The resources now being devoted to Section 404 will, in the long run, prove to
be money well spent.
Mr. Donaldson is the chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission. The views expressed here are his own and not necessarily those
of the Commission.

We are already seeing the results. A number
of companies have uncovered lurking weaknesses in their controls and disclosed what they
have found, and are working to strengthen them.
Armed with information about these weaknesses
and the remediation plans, investors appear to

Section 404 reporting is too
important not to get right.
be making reasoned judgments about whether
those disclosures affect the mix of information
they use to make investment decisions.
Despite the benefits, implementing Section
404 has not been easy for public companies and
has required significant outlays of time and expense. As with any meaningful reform, there are
always bound to be bumps along the road. Even
companies that started with a sound system of
controls have faced the task of documenting and
comparing them against an objective benchmark. This is a complex undertaking for a small
or medium-sized company, and geometrically
more so for a firm with multiple lines of business,
thousands of employees and global operations.
So it hasn’t surprised us that as the process of
implementing Section 404 has progressed, we
have heard a great many anecdotes about unexpected costs, staff resources being stretched
thin, and strained communications between companies and their auditors. We have also heard
concerns that compliance efforts are being second-guessed, and worry about comparisons with
industry peers.
We’ve been listening, we’ve been learning,
and we’ve been fine-tuning along the way. We
recently delayed implementation of the Section
404 reporting requirements for smaller companies to allow time for the development of more
tailored guidance and to allow us to consult with
our new Smaller Public Company Advisory Committee. We also delayed Section 404 implementa-

Where Were You on 1/14?
By Christina Hoff Sommers
And Sally Satel
The Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study at
Harvard University hosted a conference last
week entitled “Impediments to Change: Revisiting the Women in Science Question.” The auditorium in Agassiz Theatre in Radcliffe Yard was
packed. Dedicated in 1904, the theatre has been
the site of many a spirited intellectual exchange.
But on this day it was a forum not for debate but
for indignation over the insult that the assembled referred to as “1/14”—the date when Harvard President Larry Summers fatefully speculated about the possibility of inborn differences
between the sexes.
The six assembled panelists, four from Harvard, two from MIT, did not challenge one another—as scholarly panelists often do—but
basked in their shared conviction that there is
only one explanation for why fewer women than
men teach math and physics at Harvard or MIT:
sexist bias. In fact, their only motive for “revisiting” the women-in-science question, was to give
a proper burial to the hypothesis that there are
significant biologically-based differences between men and women.
In one weird outburst, audience member Professor Zella Luria from Tufts University warned
of the dangers posed to women’s progress by a
“cute guy who writes well and has a gorgeous
wife.” She was referring to Steven Pinker, the

Harvard psychologist who dared to explain why it
may be that “males and females do not have interchangeable minds” in his 2002 book “The Blank
Slate: The Modern Denial of Human Nature.” He
was not invited to this event.
Why should they host him at Radcliffe? That would be like inviting
a flat earther or a Holocaust denier. “In this day and age to believe that men and women differ
in their basic competence for
math and science is as insidious as
believing that some people are better
suited to be slaves and others masters,” one panelist, Mahzarin Banaji,
a professor in the Harvard psychology
department told the Harvard Crimson.
Nancy Hopkins was another
speaker. The MIT biologist has
become known as the professor who fled the room on 1/14.
“I felt I was going to be sick,”
she famously said. At the Radcliffe
confab, Ms. Hopkins again talked
about how Mr. Summers affected her physiology: “I had to walk out out of respect for my
blood pressure.” For this show of courage, the
audience gave her a standing ovation. But the
room soon quieted down when she told a harrowing tale of hate mail she had received. A
Harvard alum had sent her some air sickness
bags and urged her to consult a physician. “I
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he Bush Administration’s decision to sell U.S. would let India buy F-16s and F-18s, which
F-16s to Pakistan is being criticized in may even be co-produced in India, to Indian
some circles, though notably in the U.S., specifications. Indian Doordarshan TV rerather than in India as you might expect. New ported Saturday that, “Pakistan did get its
Delhi has raised some objections but its more F-16s from the U.S., but India has got more.”
substantive response
The real story here
has been that it may
is
that the U.S. is
Why Delhi isn’t angry
consider purchasing a
steadily building a
over F-16 sales to Pakistan.
more
sophisticated
broad strategic relaU.S. jet fighter, the
tionship with New
F-18, and is ready for an expanded strategic re- Delhi. Said Mr. Mukherjee, “cooperation in ecolationship.
nomic and other areas between the United
Chief among the U.S. alarmists has been States and India has increased manifold, but so
Larry Pressler, who is calling the F-16 decision far there has been no defense agreement benothing less than an “atrocity.” The former tween the two states.” One obvious strategic
GOP Senator from South Dakota says the “mili- calculation for both countries is countering the
tary-industrial complex, which I believe domi- military rise of China.
nates our foreign policy, favors Pakistan not
At a State Department briefing last Friday,
only because we can sell it arms, but also bea spokesman explained that the U.S. “goal is to
cause the Pentagon would often rather deal
help India become a major world power in the
with dictatorships than democracies.” They
21st century. We understand fully the implicamust be smiling about that one at the Bush Pentions, including military implications, of that
tagon, which is usually assailed these days for
statement.” Beyond the issue of the jets, the
trying to topple dictatorships.
briefer explained, “the U.S. is willing to disThe F-16 is renowned for its ability to de- cuss even more fundamental issues of defense
liver air strikes with pinpoint accuracy, and is transformation with India, including transforthus a valuable asset in Islamabad’s war on ter- mative systems in areas such as command and
rorists hiding in the rugged terrain near Af- control, early warning and missile defense.”
ghanistan. The U.S. has used it to great effect This is a remarkable and underappreciated
there and in Iraq. The argument that Pakistan
change in U.S. global strategy, and rest aswants the F-16 to deliver nuclear weapons to Insured it is being noticed in the rest of Asia, and
dia, a fellow nuclear power, ignores the fact it
especially in Beijing.
can already do that in other ways—if it wishes
As for Pakistan, the F-16 sale may also pay
to commit suicide.
political dividends. It will be more difficult for
In fact, relations between the two states
Mr. Musharraf’s domestic enemies to portray
haven’t been this good for years and don’t look
the U.S. as a false friend and tar him as a U.S.
to be derailed by the plane sales. Pakistan’s
President Pervez Musharraf is due in New lackey. A more confident Pakistani President
Delhi in a month to watch the grand finale of will feel better about the 2007 elections he has
the India-Pakistan cricket series. Indo-U.S. re- promised, and toward which the U.S. has been
lations have also reached a new maturity. Presi- gently coaxing him.
No doubt the U.S. also hopes the gesture will
dent Bush—who is due to visit India this year or
next—personally informed Indian Prime Minis- lead Islamabad to allow U.S. agents to question
ter Manmohan Singh of the decision to sell the Pakistani nuclear scientist A.Q. Khan, who is
planes to Islamabad.
under house arrest since revealing last year
Mr. Singh expressed “great disappoint- that he ran a nuclear proliferation ring. Mr.
ment,” an obligatory response given Indian do- Musharraf last week hinted that Islamabad
mestic politics. But more significant is what his may hand over nuclear-centrifuge parts to the
Defense Minister, Pranab Mukherjee, told the International Atomic Energy Agency. Both
Press Trust of India not 24 hours later: “If the would be helpful in investigating the nuclear
military aircraft and other weapons needed for weapons programs of Iran and North Korea.
our national interest are available from the All in all, the news here is how well the trianguUnited States, we will certainly consider lar relationship among the U.S. and these two
them.” A Foreign Ministry statement said the key South Asian allies is going.
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would suggest a psychiatrist,” he wrote. Audience members gasped at the sheer misogyny of
it all.
Perhaps the most troubling presentation was
that of Harvard psychologist Elizabeth
Spelke. She declared herself a diligent
researcher who cared about solid
methodology and accurate results.
But instead of letting the audience
know that the research on sex differences is a vibrant and contentious area of science, she claimed
that the thesis of innate difference
had been definitively refuted. The
evidence against it, she said, “is
as conclusive as any case I know
in science.”
If these traumatized conference participants should somehow succeed in establishing
“1/14” as a notable day in American academic history, then another infamous day will also deserve adverse notice: On “3/21”
Radcliffe College, once synonymous with the highest standards
of women’s education, abandoned all pretense to
intellectual seriousness.
Ms. Sommers and Dr. Satel are scholars at the
American Enterprise Institute and co-authors of
“One Nation Under Therapy,” out next week from
St Martin’s Press.
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